
Recognising that every successful initiative needs support to sustain its long-term success, we’ll design you a 
fully-flexible, bespoke package which does just that.

SUPPORT VISITS
We’ll revisit site periodically and provide a “health check” on the programme’s progress.
We’ll engage with your employees, provide refresher training or additional coaching where it’s needed, review incident 
trends, assess any new tasks or equipment and advise on specific techniques and new work layout challenges.
In short, we’ll ensure the programme’s integrity and buy-in at site level is kept at a sustainable high.

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS (RCA)
We’ll supplement your investigations with our own RCA and report to establish the cause of any manual handling 
incident, and provide the necessary coaching and guidance to prevent a repetition. 

THE PRISTINE SUPPORT LINE
Our free advisory service provides you with full remote support and a response to any technical queries within 48 hours.

STAGE 4 SUPPORT
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TRACA® is our unique behavioural monitoring facility for ensuring the Pristine Principles are adopted even a�er we’ve 
le� site. 

MONITORINGSTAGE 3
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Elite Training is delivered exclusively by our own expert instructors in your employees’ working environment. 
Practical and competence-based, our Elite sessions are fun and engaging, and always get maximum buy-in from 
delegates.
With a flexible format tailored to meet your individual needs, Elite sessions typically take around 3 hours for up to 15 
delegates, so we can train up to 30 delegates per day.
With a short theory section to introduce our Principles, the focus here is very much on the practical training. 
Delegates are individually trained in the correct techniques for a range of their everyday tasks plus any specified higher 
risk activity. Records are retained on file indefinitely and backed-up daily, providing you with full traceability on 
individual delegate’s course attendance and successful completion.

TRAINING DELIVERYSTAGE 2
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ANATOMICAL RISK ASSESSMENT
At your site, we individually assess the primary handling tasks your employees routinely undertake.
No ordinary manual handling assessment though, we analyse individuals’ current techniques anatomically and 
establish why those are causing problems.
The corresponding report prioritises where action is needed most, identifies technique-based Risk Controls for your 
Safe Systems of Work and establishes both Pre and Post-Training Risk Ratings. 
The report forms the basis of your personalised Training Needs Analysis and bespoke Elite delivery programme.

STAGE 1 TRAINING PREPARATION
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© Pristine Condition

It’s no accident that clients who fully embrace this process see significantly greater 
reductions in manual handling incident rates.
Your trained TRACA® Coaches will identify both correct and incorrect techniques, but then 
also deliver the necessary remedial coaching support “at the coal-face” when it is needed most.
Targeted at your front-line supervision and middle-management, TRACA® training is 
incorporated into the Elite Training sessions or delivered separately – whichever best suits 
your needs.


